
Part 2. Theories / Concepts



Bonding in transition metal compounds

Werner Coordination Theory

Valence Bond Theory

Crystal field theory

High spin and low spin complexes

Spectrochemical series

Crystal Field Stabilization Energy (CFSE)

Jahn-Teller distortions

Spinels



Werner Coordination Theory
Werner : Nobel prize in 1913.  In complexes, metal ions 

show two types of valencies:

Primary Valence: Non-directional, is the number of charges 

on the complex ion.

Secondary Valency: Directional, equals to the number of 

ligands coordinated to the metal.



{Colligative + Ion Conductivity}  Structure



How strong are the Co-ordinate bond?

Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3· x H2O.

Prussian blue

Prussian blue is used 

for certain heavy 

metal poisons.
KCN is a poison 

by itself....

CH3CN

Modest toxicity. 

Can be metaboli-

sed to produce 

HCN, which is 

very toxic



Valence Bond Theory
The idea that atoms form covalent bonds by

sharing pairs of electrons was first proposed by

G. N. Lewis in 1902.

In 1927, Walter Heitler and Fritz London showed

how the sharing of pairs of electrons holds a

covalent molecule together. The Heitler-London

model of covalent bonds was the basis of the VBT.

The last major step in the evolution of this theory

was the suggestion by Linus Pauling that atomic

orbitals mix to form hybrid orbitals, such as the

sp, sp2, sp3, dsp2, dsp3, and d2sp3 orbitals.



VBT – Assumptions / Features

-Coordination compounds contain metal ions, in

which ligands form covalent-coordinate bonds to

the metal.

-Ligands must have lone pair of electrons.

-Metal should have an empty orbital of suitable

energy available for bonding.

-Atomic (hybrid) orbitals are used for bonding

(rather than molecular orbitals)

-This theory is useful to predict the shape and

stability of the metal complexes.

-Limitations: (1) Does not explain why some

complexes are colored and others are not; (2)

Does not explain the temp. dependence of the

magnetic properties, etc.





Outer sphere 

complex

Reactive/Labile

High spin

Paramagnetic

Inner sphere 

complex

Less reactive

Low Spin

Diamagnetic

[CoF6]
3-

[Co(CN)6]
3-



VBT – Few examples



Crystal Field Theory

(Text : JD Lee; pp.204-222)

•This theory (CFT) largely replaces VB Theory for 

interpreting the chemistry of coordination compounds.

•It was proposed by the physicist Hans Bethe in 1929.

•Subsequent modifications were proposed by J. H. Van 

Vleck in 1935 to allow for some covalency in the 

interactions. These modifications are often referred to 

as Ligand Field Theory.

For a review on the evolution of bonding models see:

C. J. Ballhausen, J. Chem. Ed. 1979, 56, 294-297, 215-

218, 357-361.





Symmetric field

The 5 x d orbitals in an isolated gaseous metal are 

degenerate

If a spherically symmetric field of negative charges is 

placed around the metal, these orbitals remain 

degenerate, but all of them are raised in energy as a 

result of the repulsion between the negative charges on 

the ligands and electrons present in the d orbitals.



Octahedral Field

•Not all d orbitals will interact to the same extent 

with the six point charges located on the +x, -x, +y, -

y, +z and -z axes respectively.

•The orbitals which lie along these axes (i.e. x2-y2, 

z2) will be destabilized more than the orbitals which 

lie in-between the axes (i.e. xy, xz, yz).
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CFT-Octahedral Complexes
For the Oh point 

group, the x2-y2, z2

orbitals belong to the 

eg irreducible

representation and 

xy, xz, yz belong to 

the t2g representation.

The extent to which these two sets of orbitals 

are split is denoted by Δ0 or alternatively 10Dq. 

As the baricenter must be conserved on going 

from a spherical field to an octahedral field, the 

t2g set must be stabilized as much as the eg set 

is destabilized.



ILLUSTRATION OF CFSE

[Ti(H2O)6]
3+



ILLUSTRATION OF CFSE
[Ti(H2O)6]

3+ : a d1 complex and 

the e− occupies the lowest 

energy orbital, i.e. one of the 

three degenerate t2g orbitals. 

The purple colour is a result of 

the absorption of light which 

results in the promotion of 

this t2g electron into the eg

level. t2g
1 eg

0 –> t2g
0eg

1

The UV-Vis absorption spectrum reveals that this transition 

occurs with a maximum at 20300 cm-1 which corresponds 

to Δo 243 kJ/mol. (1000 cm-1 = 11.96 kJ/mol or 2.86 

kcal/mol or 0.124 eV.)
Typical Δ0 values are of the same order of magnitude as the 

energy of a chemical bond.



•What happens for more than 1 electron in d 

orbitals?

•The electron-electron interactions must be 

taken into account.

•For d1-d3 systems: Hund's rule predicts that 

the electrons will not pair and occupy the t2g

•For d4-d7 systems ( there are two 

possibilities): Either put the electrons in the t2g

set and therefore pair the electrons (low spin 

case or strong field situation). Or put the 

electrons in the eg set, which lies higher in 

energy, but the electrons do not pair (high spin 

case or weak field situation).



For d1-d3 systems

For d4-d7 systems 

d4: Option I d4: Option II

High spin

complexes Low spin

complexes

So which one?

Decided by

(i) Δ0

(ii) Pairing E. 



•Therefore, there are two important 

parameters to consider:

The Pairing energy (P) [is a repulsive 

energy], and the eg to t2g Splitting 

(referred to as Δ0, 10Dq)

•For both the high spin (H.S.) and low 

spin (L.S.) situations, it is possible to 

compute the CFSE.



Δo vs. Pairing Energy (repulsive energy)



Δo is dependent on L & M

3d  <  4d  < 5d M2+ <  M3+ < M4+

259

297

407

490





A Fe(II) HS-LS compound: Colour change

From Basic Science to Real time applications: Story on HS-LS complexes 

(Not for exam)

Room Temperature

TC TC

T / K

MT / cm3 mol-1

250 350300

Red

White

3

0
O. Kahn, C. Jay 

and ICMC 

Bordeaux



Display Device

(2) (3)

DisplayCompound in

Low spin state

(Thin Layer)

LS-HS transition tuneable with light: Applications



•Nature of the ligands

•The charge on the metal ion

•Whether the metal is a 3d, 4d, or 5d element

Ligands which cause a small splitting are Weak 

field ligands (Δο in the range 7000 - 30000 cm-1) and 

those cause a large splitting are Strong field 

ligands (CFSE  typically > 30000 cm-1)

Δo is dependent on:

Pi-bases  <  weak pi-bases  <  no pi-effect  <  pi-acids





Tetrahedral Field- Considerations

Imagine a tetrahedral 

molecule inside a cube 

with metal ions at the 

center of the cube. The 

ligands occupy the four 

alternate corners of

the cube leaving the rest 

four corners empty.

The two ‘e’ orbitals point to the center of the 

face of the cube while the three ‘t2’ orbitals 

point to the center of the edges of the cube.



Tetrahedral complexes



Tetrahedral Field- Considerations

Thus the t2 orbitals are nearer to the direction of 

approach of the ligands than the e orbitals.

Hence, t2 orbitals have higher energy compared 

to e-orbitals

Therefore, the angle 

between the e-orbitals, 

metal and ligand is one-

half of the tetrahedral 

angle, i.e. 109o28’ / 2 = 

54o44’. But the angle 

between the t2-orbitals, 

metal and ligand is one-

third of the tetrahedral 

angle, i.e. 109o28’ / 3 = 

35o16’.



Tetrahedral field























Assume: d9 electronic configurations (Cu(II)

dz
2
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2

-y
2

Lead to Longer

M-L distance along

Z axis









Crystal Field 

Splitting of d-

orbital 



Only tetrahedral, octahedral and square planar


